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Abstract—Grid computing is important environment for
resource sharing and distributed system integration. One
discussed field in Grid computing is the resource management.
In this paper, Grid-JQA architecture is used that includes
active database. We focus resource management with regarding
to active rule learning. Rule learning is very significant for
efficient rules in active database system. Fuzzy Decision tree can
use into rule update. Results shows this approach can be
effectively applied for rule learning in such environments
because there is attribute with continuous values and splitting
at node must be dynamic.

known as event-condition-action rules or ECA rules that each
rule consists: a rule event, a condition and an action [14].
In this paper, we want to learn ECA rules for resource
management. Decision tree learning is one of the approaches
for learning [15]-[18]. We can reduce a decision tree to rule
so final representation used in this research consists of a rule
base created from decision trees. Some rules maybe do not
necessarily contain examples of every possible value of the
attribute [19] so some rules may fail in some instances. We
feel in our case fuzzy logic captures better for this real time
environment. In this case integration of decision trees with
the knowledge component inherent in fuzzy sets is useful.
We focus on 19 ECA rules as base rules that introduced in
[7],[10] for resource management in Grid-JQA. Our goal is to
have an update active database system after rule learning is
done independently on the new example. So the fuzzy
decision tree of each event can be learning a domain with
changing membership. This new changing rule set will then
be used to classify unseen examples.
This paper is organized as follows: In Section II, we
describe ECA rule for resource management in grid
computing and Architecture of Grid-JQA. In Section III, we
describe ECA rule learning process with using fuzzy decision
tree. In section IV, we evaluate our approach. Finally; we
conclude the paper in Section V.

Index Terms—Grid computing, rule learning, ECA rule,
resource management.

I. INTRODUCTION
Grid computing look likes as distributed and large-scale
cluster computing that handle distributed parallel processing
and storage and data resources [1],[2]. Resource management
is very important because of the lack of central control over
the hardware; there is no approach to guarantee that nodes
will not secede of the network at different times.
In the grid’s architecture, grid resource management
system (GRMS) is the central component, which is
responsible for disseminating resources information across
the grid, accepting requests for resources, discovering and
scheduling the suitable resources that match the requests
from the global grid resources, and executing the requests on
scheduled resources. For some reasons in grid such as
geographically distributed, heterogeneous and autonomous
in nature, the design and implementation of RMS is
challenging [1], [3], [4], [5].
We used Grid-JQA (grid java based quality) an
architecture including active grid information server that
described in our previous research [6]-[9]. The Grid-JQA that
manages by active database provides quality of service on
different types of resources [7],[9]. Also, it automatically
selects optimal resources using active database ECA rules
and requests resource allocation via active grid information
server [6], [7], [10], [11].
The active behavior of a system is specified by rules,
which describe reactions of the system [12],[13]. Rules

II.

ECA RULE FOR RESOURCE MANAGEMENT IN GRID

Our ECA resource manager rules [7],[10] select user
participation from resource management and the set of
optimal resources for it that must provides job execution
efficiently [7]. So for improvement of performance, we need
to optimize our rule dynamically and learning new rules.
A. Knowledge Model: ECA Rule
ECA rules are one way of implementing this kind of
functionality [11], [14]. An ECA rule has the general syntax
as follow:
DEFINE RULE rule_name
ON event
IF condition
DO action
The rule_name is the identifier of the rule. Every rule has a
unique rule_name. The description of a rule commonly
includes three parts:
1.Events : it describes a happening to which the rule may
be able to respond.
2.Conditions : it specifies what condition must be
checked once the rule is triggered and before it is executed. If
the result of the condition evaluation is true, the condition is
satisfied.
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3.Actions : The action describes the task to be carried out
by the rule if the relevant event has taken place and the
condition has evaluated to true.
For example in grid for resource management, one of the
rules that we used is [7]:

III. FUZZY DECISION TREE FOR ECA RULE LEARNING
A fuzzy decision tree combines fuzzy concept with
symbolic decision trees. This feature provides the
representative power of decision trees with the knowledge
component inherent in fuzzy logic that leading to better
robustness and efficient [21],[22]. Each attribute partition
into fuzzy sets and assign membership degrees to original
values of it regarding to membership functions. In actual,
each fuzzy decision tree use assigned fuzzy membership [23]
to induce an explicit fuzzy decision tree [22].
The some advantages of fuzzy decision tree are [24]:1.
Better utilization of resources 2. Interpretability
3.Manaoement of uncertainties.
A fuzzy decision tree (see e.g. Figure 2) is a tree that every
edge is annotated with a condition, and every leaf is
submitted with a fuzzy set over class (C). We consider only
binary trees in this paper, where one of the conditions at the
outgoing edges of a node is chosen, and the condition at the
other outgoing edge is the negation of the test condition [13],
[22]. Another property is that each condition is used at most
once in each path from root to leaf [13].
Whenever an example matches the conditions the edges of
a path are annotated with, we expect the example to belong to
the classes regarding to the fuzzy set the leaf is annotated
with. E.g., in Figure 4 along the edges labelled
MAXTHRESHOLD gives us a clue, that the interest of the
user in MAXTHRESHOLD is classified to positive with a
degree of truth 0.82 and negative with a degree of truth 0.18.
One should observe that unlike in decision trees based on

AGIS_Advertise_Rule
ON Event AGIS_Advertise
IF Condition select agis from AGIS_UPPER
Where agis.threshold = min(*.threshold)
DO Action home.Advertise (agis);
B. GRID-JQA ARCHITECTURE
Grid-JQA system architecture include grid portal, active
grid information server (AGIS), fault detector, and GRAM
(for more detail sees [7]). ECA rules support the semantics of
the grid resource management. Here, we define active
learning grid resource server that includes efficient ECA
resource management rules for resource selection and job
scheduling [7]-[9].
Figure 1 from [7] shows the architecture of rule engine
Grid-JQA that we extend it with adding rule learning. In this
system, rule learning simulates new condition and example
and make new rule base of original rules by fuzzy decision
tree.
C. Resource Management
Processor, network, and memory are the most important
resources in grid [20] that user can assign weight for each
parameter that shows the importance of the parameter
regardless for memory. Since grid is real-time environment,

Fig. 1. Extended architecture of Grid-JQA & AGIS ECA rule engine with rule learning

classical logic, the conditions on the outgoing edges of a node
are not necessarily mutually exclusive: e.g. an example can
be both MAXTHRESHOLD and non– MAXTHRESHOLD
to a non–zero degree of truth. So we have to combine the

when the resource capabilities are changed, maybe the fault
detector informs the AGIS by fault event.
We introduce fuzzy decision tree for ECA rules in active
database for managing environmental changes.
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[7],[10] for resource management in Grid-JQA. Our goal is to
have an update active database system after rule learning is
done independently on the new example.
For evaluation our approach, we use a new training data set
that happened in real environment that fuzzy decision trees
learn from this training set. Let follow rule is one of original
rule:

clues given by all paths into one final result. In this paper, we
focus rule learning that use fuzzy decision tree for rule
update.
A. Rule Update
Rule learning means update and create new rule regarding
to original rules and real examples. Here our rule is ECA rule.
We use fuzzy decision tree for describing each original rule
[25]. The root of each initial tree is the related event of each
rule. Here, End of each tree are tow leafs at most because we
suppose binary fuzzy tree. Fuzzy decision tree provide
adaptive and more performance for updating ECA rules
because attributes in rules unlike static ECA rules have range
value base on membership of it.
When related event occurred, system must refer to related
original fuzzy tree. If related original fuzzy tree respond to
event, the rule does not need to change. But if it do not
consider to event, the rule need to update or create new rule.
In actual, we need update and create new rule according to
real examples in three cases:
Case 1:
For such learning, we need changing membership value of
parameter that must consider. For example, in original rule,
that describe in section 4, MAX_THRESHOLD is a
parameter that the degree of it maybe change with
membership function [23] regarding to received real example
.
Case 2:
In this case some real example may have some new
condition into original rule. So new fuzzy decision tree must
be created base on original tree and add new condition. The
using times new fuzzy decision tree determines adding it in
original database.
Case 3:
We need new ECA rules that must consider some real
examples because at first maybe we did not consider these
rules that happened in real. So we can generate new rule from
instances that the new rules must not have conflict with other
rules.

Inc_Threshold_Rule
ON Event Inc_Threshold
IF Condition (home.Threshold < _MAX_THRESHOLD)
DO Action home.IncThreshold( );
ELSE Action home.IssueEvent ( AGIS_Advertise );// under
loaded
In this rule, MAX_THRESHOLD is a continuous attribute
that expert determines. we need to change it base of examples
and new data. When value of MAX_THRESHOLD is static,
maybe some examples not respond so it must be learned
during the time.
Learning is done with fuzzy decision tree that described in
section III. In figure 2, we presented fuzzy decision tree of
above ECA rule.
When we use active ECA rules for resource management,
we may be received event with different value of attribute. So
we could not respond to some events because the value of
threshold was static. Hence when our threshold change with
fuzzy degree and used fuzzy decision tree for managing
events, we could respond more event successfully.

V. CONCLUSION
We extended Grid-JQA system architecture. This system
includes Active Grid Information Server (AGIS) with ECA
resource manager rules and ECA fault manager rules. We
suggested rule learning based on fuzzy decision tree in
resource management in Grid computing for learning new
example and data. Learning provide resource management be
more efficient. As future work, it is also possible to update or
invalidate the existing rules by mining the triggered rules
history.

IV. CASE STUDY
We focus on 19 ECA rules as base rules that introduced in

Fig. 2. Fuzzy decision tree of example ECA rule
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